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[ M E N D E L E E V ’ S FA M I LY C H R O N I C L E ]

Semeinaia khronika v pis’makh materi, otsa, brata, sestior, diadi D.I.
Mendeleeva. Vospominania o Mendeleeve ego plemianitsy N.I. Gubkinoi
[i.e. The Family Chronicle in Letters of Mother, Father, Brother, Sisters
and Unсle of Dmitry Mendeleev. The Memoirs of His Niece N.I. Gubkina].
St. Petersburg: 1st Mendeleev congress, 1908. [2], 239 pp.: ill., 8 port.
and 5 ill. on separate leaves. 23x15.5 cm. Original publisher’s wrappers.
Very good. The frontispiece is detached from the text block, some minor
tears to the wrapper.
Rare.
One of the first books about Dmitry Mendeleev’s life (18341907). The memoirs of the relatives are printed for the first time as well
as the letters. The second part of the book includes the memoirs by
N.I. Gubkina (Kapustina) telling about the time she was spending with
Mendeleev as a child since 1860s, also they were very close afterwards.
It’s the first attempt of a Mendeleev’s biography as she goes through
the major events of his life.
The photos of Mendeleev are supplied from the family
archive. The book was printed by the distribution committee of the
first Mendeleev congress which took place in Autumn of 1907 in St.
Petersburg with more than 1000 participants and became the biggest
conference on chemistry of the time. It’s been held through the Soviet
and modern times with the latest XX congress being held in September
of 2016.
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[ P S YC H O L O G Y O F S P E E C H ]

Vygotsky, L.S. Myshlenie i rech [i.e. Thinking and Speech]. Moscow;
Leningrad: GIZ, 1934. XXXVI, 324 pp., 1 ill. (front). 23x15 cm. Original
publisher’s cloth. Frontispiece portrait of the author. Fine, few spots on
boards.

Only one copy
held in New York
Public Library.

Rare.
Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) was an outstanding Soviet
psychologist, neurolinguist, ingenious experimenter. This monograph
was the final result of his work – he died before the publication.
The work is regarded as a very important step in understanding of
psychology of speech. In this book Vygotsky described the experiments
he was doing with children’s social behavior arguing that a lot of social
functions have genetic rather than adscititious nature. That later gave
the roots for social constructivism.
First published in English in the USA in 1962. In 1970s
Vygotsky’s theories were adopted by American psychologists
when creating new paradigms in developmental and educational
psychology.

Frontiespiece and title page. No 2
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[RUSSIAN FOLK LEGENDS]

Afanasiev, A.N. Narodnye russkiye legendy, sobrannye Afanasievym [i.e.
Russian Folk Legends Collected by Afanasiev]. Moscow: N. Shchepkin i
K.Soldatenkov, 1859. XXXII, 204, II pp. 20x13 cm. Contemporary half
leather binding. Very good, rubbed binding, loss of a few small pieces
of the spine, no free leaf of the back endpapers, Soviet bookshop stamp
on the back pastedown.
First edition.
Alexander Nikolaevich Afanasiev (1826-1871) was one of the
biggest folklorists in 19th century, his works are acknowledged as
classics along with The Golden Bough by J. Frazer and Primitive Culture
by E. Tylor. He is best-known for the collection of Russian fairy-tales.
But later collection Russian Folk Legends wasn’t so lucky even though
it considered more valuable and bibliographic rarity. The value of the
work itself can’t be underestimated also – it was ground-breaking in
this field and that’s one of the reasons why it was banned. Procurator A.
Tolstoy, member of Synod, called for ban of the book in 1860 because
author’s democratic views had influence on the selection of material.
There were 33 stories about saints’ lives and Christ from people’s point
of view some of which were very different from Russian Orthodox
Church’s views, they were an interweaving of Christian and pagan myths.
Metropolitan of Moscow Filaret called the book ‘full of blasphemy and
immorality’. Censor Naumov was fired for giving the permission for this
book.
The same year it was published in London by ‘Free Russia
Press’ by Alexander Hertzen who usually published censored in
Russia materials. According to Nikolay Berezin, the author of one of
the book on Russian rarities ‘the book is hard to find because it was
banned soon after it came out’. Catalogue of Russian Ilegal Press lists it
as well (#114).
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[ F I R S T A P P E A R A N C E O F C H E K H OV ’ S T H E S E AG U L L ]

Chekhov, A.P. Chaika. Komedia v 4-kh deistviakh // Russkaia mysl.
Ezhemesiachnoe literaturno-politicheskoe izdanie. God 17. Kniga XII [i.e.
The Seagull. Comedy in 4 Acts // The Russian Thought. Monthly Literary
and Political Edition. Year 17. Book XII]. Moscow: Tipo-lit. Tov-va I.N.
Kushnera, 1896. Pp. 117-161. 23,7x15 cm. In modern half-leather and
case. Fine, a few pencil markings.
First publication of Chekhov’s The Seagull. Very rare.
The Seagull is generally considered to be the first of his four
major plays. The play was written in 1895 and first produced in 1896.
After the production failed Chekhov was in embittered mood even
though he was receiving good reviews and support. He at first turned
down Lavrov’s and Goltsev’s offer to publish the text of the play in
‘Russian Thought’ and gave his permission only after their repeated and
insistent pleas. In its printed form the play brought Chekhov many new
admirers but it also was rejected by some people. That first production
had censor corrections but in first publication Chekhov removed those
corrections.

No 4
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[FIRST BOOK BY ALEXANDER BLOK]

Blok, Alexander. Stikhi o prekrasnoi dame [i.e. Verses About the Beautiful
Lady]. Moscow: Grif, 1905. 135, [9] pp. 20x16 cm. Contemporary halfleather. The publisher’s original wrapper is preserved under the boards.
Very good clean copy.
WorldCat locates
copies in libraries
of Columbia,
Yale, Harvard,
Amherst, UC
Berkley.
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Rare. 1 of 1200 copies printed.
One of the most important Russian poetry books of the period.
First edition of Alexander Blok’s (1880-1921) first book. Wrapper design
by Vladimir Vladimirov.
Blok’s first book was printed by the symbolist publishing house
‘Grif’ and the idea for the title of this circle of poems was suggested
by Valery Briusov (1873-1924) who at the time was considered the
patron of all Moscow poets and the leader of Symbolism. To avoid
possible problems with censors the book was submitted to the censor
committee in Nizhni Novgorod although it was printed in Moscow. Blok
was already a well-known poet at the time but was printing poems only
in periodicals. The collection of poems was divided into three sections:
Stillness, Crossroads and Damage. The book was dedicated to Liubov’
Mendeleeva, daughter of Dmitri Mendeleev. She married Blok the same
year.

[FIRST SCARLET SAILS]

Grin, Alexander. Alye parusa [i.e. Scarlet Sails]. Moscow: Izd-vo Frenkel’,
1923. 141 pp. 17,5x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Scuffed
wrappers with tears, Soviet bookshop stamps on the back cover.
Otherwise good.
Worldcat locates
only one copy in
USA (Columbia
University).

First edition of the famous short novel Scarlet Sales by Russian
writer Alexander Grin (1880-1932), notable for his romantic novels and
short stories. Most of Alexander Grin’s writings bear no direct relation
to the reality of Imperial and Soviet Russia that he lived in. The setting
of most of his novels and short stories is an unnamed land by the sea.
From his writings one does not recognize Alexander Grin as a Russian
(even his name sounds Western). But he has a special place among
other Russian writers. Critics were trying to compare him to Edgar Poe,
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Ernst Hoffmann, Robert Stevenson, Bret Harte but Grin didn’t really
have predecessors or followers. He is considered a Soviet classic but
nevertheless he stands alone.

Cover, No 6
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[ F I R S T C O L L E C T I O N O F N A R R AT I V E P O E M S B Y PA S T E R N A K ]

Pasternak, B. Poemy [i.e. The Poems]. Moscow: Sovetskaya literatura,
1933. 165, [2] pp. 18x14 cm. Publisher’s cardboard. Dustwrapper. Pale
stains on the boards, dustwrapper in good condition.
Rare in dustwrapper. 1 of 5000 copies.
The first edition of the collected narrative poems by Boris
Pasternak. Design by Sergei Bigos (1895-1937), Soviet artist famous
for his woodcut book illustrations. The book includes poet’s biggest
narrative poems such as Year Nineteen-Five, Lieutenant Schmidt and
Spectorsky. In the beginning of the 1930s Pasternak was considered
one of the leading poets. Both Year Nineteen-Five and Lieutenant
Schmidt historical revolutionary poems, were well received. But later
the situation rapidly changed and he was criticized for not staying only
in the field of proletarian art. As a result he didn’t print anything since
1936 till 1943.
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III

UNFAMILIAR TOLSTOY: EARLY
APPEARENCES AND READERS
COMPILATIONS
The collection shows less-known side of Leo Tolstoy’s work.
First five items from 1850s are the early appearances of the writer who
was just becoming recognized in the literary circles of the time. The
other three items are from 1880-1900s when Tolstoy was surrounded by
the masses of followers – and the books are the proof of the immense
popularity he experienced: readers were ready to combine different
issues of periodicals to get the whole text by him or even creating
manuscript versions of the banned publications.

8.1

[ T O L S T OY ’ S F I R S T A P P E A R A N C E I N P R I N T ]

[Tolstoy, L.N.] Istoriia moego detstva [i.e. The History of My Childhood]. [In:]
Sovremennik literaturnyi zhurnal… Tom XXXV. St. Petersburg: v tipografii
Eduarda Pratsa, 1852. Pp. 7, [1], 134, 124, 32, 16, 38, 124, [1]. 22,5x15
cm. Contemporary quarter calf, cloth sides, a little surface wear, later
endpapers, preserving the original printed wrappers (‘Sovremennik
1852 No. IX, sentiabr’), guarded in the gutter. Without the final leaf from
the gathering 9½ (pp. 135–6 from the second sequence, a translation of
Byron’s ‘On this day I complete my thirty-sixth year’ by Nikolai Gerbel);
small spotted stain to pp. 21–22, with resultant loss of a few letters
(sense recoverable), a similar brown stain to pp. 35–55 (again, the paper
slightly thin, but no loss), occasional spotting, lower corner of p. 129
repaired (just touching a couple of letters).
‘Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy was twenty-three and convalescing
in Tiflis after mercury treatment for ‘‘the venereal sickness’’ when he
completed the first part of Childhood, which appeared in a Petersburg
monthly in September 1852 [pp. 1–104 in the second sequence here],
above the initials L. N. It created an immediate sensation, one reviewer
writing: ‘‘If this is the first production of L. N. Russian literature must be
congratulated on the appearance of a new and remarkable talent’’. It was
Tolstoy’s first published work and first attempt at fiction.‘The  original plan
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comprised a great novel (with the general title of Four Epochs of Growth)
founded – but only founded – on the reminiscences and traditions of his
family, so that Tolstoy was displeased when the magazine altered his
Childhood to The History of My Childhood. ‘‘The alteration is especially
disagreeable,’’ he complained to the editor, ‘‘because, as I wrote to you, I
meant Childhood to form the first part of a novel.’’ (Rosemary Edmonds,
preface to her translation, 1961). That novel, Detstvo i otrochestvo
(Childhood and Boyhood), was published in 1856.
This issue of ‘Sovremennik’ contains another first: the first
Russian translation of anything by Nathaniel Hawthorne, chapters I–IX
of The House of the Seven Gables (Boston, 1851; the third sequence here,
pp. 124), with a short introduction by the editor and its own title-page:
‘Dom o semi shpiliakh. Roman Natanielia Gotorna… Sanktpeterburg v
tipografii Eduarda Pratsa 1852’.
The National Library of Russia lists the novel separately (pp.
256), but we were unable to locate a copy in the West.
Libman. 2059.

8.2

[ F I R S T S H O R T S T O RY B Y T O L S T O Y ]

Tolstoy, L.N. Nabeg. Rasskaz volontiora // Sovremennik. Tom 39 [i.e. The
Raid // The Contemporary. Vol. 39]. St. Petersburg, 1853. Pp. 93-120.
24x15 cm. Modern binding, two last leaves (Contents) with restoration,
one page with small loss of the text (not Tolstoy). Otherwise very good.
First publication of The Raid and second publication of
anything by Tolstoy. The story is based on Tolstoy’s own experience as
an artillery cadet stationed in the Caucuses. Tolstoy was working on the
story from May to December of 1852, and original title and idea were
changing through that time. But once he finished it he asked Nekrasov
(‘The Contemporary’ editor) not to censor it or if not possible to return
it. Tolstoy was right, The Raid was censored but Nekrasov still published
it and it’s signed ‘L.T’.
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8.3

[ F I R S T O F S E VA S T O P O L S K E T C H E S ]

Tolstoy, L.N. Sevastopol’ v dekabre mesiatse // Sovremennik. #6 [i.e.
Sevastopol in December // The Contemporary. #6]. St. Petersburg, 1855.
Pp. 333-348. 24x15 cm. Modern binding. Original printed wrapper
preserved. Some soiling and stains of some pages, pen merks on the
front wrapper, occasional foxing. Otherwise very good.
First publication.
The short story was based on Tolstoy’s first impressions from
being in Sevastopol in November 1854 when there was pause in active
military actions. He had the first idea for an essay on Sevastopol at the
time, and he started to work on it in 1855 (first draft title was ‘Sevastopol
in Different Phases, and Idyll of Officer’s Life’). It was published with
a notice that author is going to send new stories about Sevastopol
every month. Even though censor corrections were made, the story
was signed by Tolstoy and publication was very warmly reviewed. This
work and the whole Sevastopol sketches series was an important step
towards the development of Tolstoy’s realism and an experience as war
correspondent and journalist.

8.4

[FIRST THE CUTTING OF THE FOREST AND SECOND
S E VA S T O P O L S K E T C H ]

Tolstoy, L.N. Noch. Vesnoiu 1855 goda v Sevastopole // Sovremennik. Tom
LIII [i.e. The Night. Sevastopol in Spring of 1855 // The Contemporary. Vol.
LIII]. St. Petersburg, 1855. Pp. 5-30.
Tolstoy, L.N. Rubka lesa // Sovremennik. Tom LIII [i.e. The Cutting of the
Forest // The Contemporary. Vol. LIII]. St. Petersburg, 1855. Pp. 35-68.
24x15 cm. In contemporary half-leather with stamping, new paper on
boards. Near fine, marking on the title page, restoration of margins of
the few pages.
First publication of the second of Sevastopol Sketches The
Night. Sevastopol in Spring of 1855 (now known as Sevastopol in May)
and The Cutting of the Forest.
The Night was based on the event that Tolstoy was eyewitness
to during Sevastopol Siege. After Nekrasov read it and wrote to Turgenev:
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«...this essay is so full of sober and deep truth so there is nothing even
to think about printing it». When the story was typed for print MusinPushkin, the chairman of the St. Petersburg censorship committee
decided to read its proofs. He was outraged by the depiction of Russian
officers and made a lot of corrections which made it unrecognizable. It
was printed unsigned.
The Cutting of the Forest is a short story about one day of the
platoon at Caucasia war and is a part of the Caucasus series. The story
was signed by Tolstoy (L.N.T.) and dedicated to Ivan Turgenev. Turgenev
wasn’t acquainted with the author at that time, wrote him a letter to
thank him («Nothing in my literary carier had so flattered my vanity
yet»). Nekrasov later wrote to Tolstoy about the story: «...it reminds of
Turgenev by its form, but only that. Everything else is all yours».

8.5

[ T O L S T OY ’ S F I R S T B O O K ]

Tolstoy, L.N. Voyennyie rasskazy [i.e. The War Stories]. St. Petersburg:
Tipografiya glavnogo chtaba e.i.v. po voenno-uchebnym zavedeniyam,
1856. [4], 382, 1 pp. 19,5x13 cm. Contemporary quarter leather. Raised
bands, the title, author’s name and previous owner’s initials gilt on the
spine.
The first book by the author. Rare. According to N. SmirnovSokolskii it took him ‘quite a while’ to find this book for his collection.
The collection of stories were written by Tolstoy when he was serving in
Sebastopol during Crimean War. The short story Sebastopol in December
of 1854 quickly became popular among the readers in Russia and even
Emperor Nicolas I asked to «take care of the talented officer». That was
the beginning of recognition on national level for 28-year-old author.
Tolstoy’s impressions during this war later were used in War
and Peace. The roots of the pacifist and anti-patriotic ideas that he
formulated later in his life also lie in this book. The last copy that was
sold at auction went for 34850 GBP (Christie’s, Nov 21, 2012).
Smirnov-Sokolskii. 1190; not in Kilgour.
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8.6

[ANNA KARENINA: FIRST APPEARANCE IN PRINT]

Tolstoy, L.N. Anna Karenina // Russkiy vestnik [i.e. Russian Herald]. 1875.
vol. CXV, nos. 1—4; 1876, vol. CXXI, nos. 1—2, vol. CXXII, nos. 3—4, vol.
CXXVI, No 12; 1877, vol. CXXVII, nos. 1—4. Pp. [243]-336, [1], [742]-817,
[2], [246]-316, [1], [572]- 641, [1], [305]-390, [679]-745, [1], [291]-339,
[1], [641]-693, [1], [687]-737, [1], [267]-324, [1], [830]-898, [329]-382,
[709]- 763, [1]. 8vo. Contemporary half morocco, re-backed preserving
original spine. All parts bound together. Any sections of text not from
Anna Karenina are covered in old paper. Ink stains to first few leaves,
edges guarded, some mild staining, some marginal waterstaining
towards the end. The bits of text in the first two pages of the books are
missing.
Anna Karenina was serialized in ‘Russkiy Vestnik’ in 1875. This
copy was created by a devoted reader who removed all the parts from
13 issues of the journal and bound them in a single volume. Owing to
a political disagreement between Tolstoy and the journal’s publisher,
Mikhail Katkov, over Serbian independence (Katkov and his journal
were in favour, and Tolstoy was against) the last part of the story was
never printed. A complete edition (with the final part) was published
in book form in 1878, but this was the only separate edition (that is,
excluding collections and selections) during Tolstoy’s lifetime.
Rare both as an example of devotion to Tolstoy by an unknown
reader and as the first appearance in print of this canonical text.

8.7

[ T O L S T OY A S K S T H E Q U E S T I O N ]

Tolstoy, L.N. Tak chto zhe nam delat’ [i.e. What Is To Be Done?]. [1880-1890s].
[311 leaves]. 22,5x17,5 cm. Manuscript with the extracts of the printed
text glued to some pages. Contemporary half-leather binding. Owner’s
inscription on the title page ‘Presented to my dear friend Taniechka by M.
What is to be done? is the publicistic discourse that Tolstoy wrote in
1884-1886 as a result of moving to Moscow in 1882. He was amazed
with the sights of town poverty and the social injustice. ‘What is to
be done’ is a passionate analysis of the contemporary society and a
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proclamation of Tolstoy’s moral principles. This text along with Ispoved’
[i.e. Confessions] published at the same time was fundamental in the
changing of Tolstoy from novelist to philosopher and moral leader of
the nation. Only a brief version of the text appeared in print in Russia.
But even that provoked big reaction among Russian readers.
‘‘Tolstoy’s appeal shook the Muscovites. Even people who were
actually standing on the quiet side of life, even clerks and civil servants,
people that were more or less distant from the current topic of the day
- they were worried and suddenly wanted to do something, he suddenly
felt the need to do something’’ – this is how Alexander Prugavin is
describing the reaction to the publication.
This book is a compilation of the extracts from the periodical
‘Russkoe bogatstvo’ where bits of this work were published in 1887.
The ones that were not published and were denied by the censor are
handwritten in this copy. This book probably was created by the early
follower of Tolstoy or someone who had the access to the full text of
What is to be done?
This volume should be regarded as an early artefact of
Tolstoyan movement.

8.8

[ T O L S T OY ’ S P H O T O G R A P H ]

Photograph of Leo Tolstoy glued to a company mount. Moscow: Sherer,
Nabgolts i Ko., 1894. 16,4x10,8 cm. Fine condition.
See the front cover
of this catalog

Most Leo Tolstoy’s photograph portraits in 1880s and 90s
were made on Sofia Andreevna’s initiative. For almost quarter of the
century photos of Tolstoy’s family were made by the most famous and
biggest pre-Revolutionary photo studio «Sherer, Nabgolts i Ko.» which
repeatedly won the highest awards for the art of photography and had
the highest commercial status of the Supplier of the Imperial Court.
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8.9

[ S Y N O P S I S O F T O L S T OY ]

Tolstoy, L.N. Kratkoe izvlechenie iz Evangeliya v perevode L.N. Tolstogo
[i.e. The Brief Extraction From the Gospel by L.N. Tolstoy]. Manuscript.
1902. 89 pp. 22x17,5 cm. Inscription ‘K. Gorbachev. Moscow. 1902’ on
the endpaper. Owner’s contemporary binding. Brass corners on the
front cover. Good condition. Handwritten notes to unrelated book at
the back.
The rare example of the handwritten summary of Tolstoy’s
adaptation of Gospels. It was made in early 1890s and were not allowed
to be printed in Russia. The printed version was made in Geneva in
1892. That edition was banned from distribution in Russia. This copy
was made by unknown follower of Tolstoy named Gorbachev in 1902.
Most probably he was making a short summary from the Geneva copy
of Gospels or another handwritten copy (p. 1-54). On pp. 54-89 ‘The
overthrow of hell and its restoration’ an article by Tolstoy reproduced in
full.
The brass corners on the binding and the way this book was
produced (copying from another copy) makes an allusion to Slavonic
manuscript tradition – indeed prior to XVI century that is how the
actual Gospel could have been produced. It also correlates with oldBeliever tradition as copying from manuscripts were the main way for
them to multiply their books until they were allowed to print without
restrictions in 1906.
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[ M A L E V I C H O N S U P R E M AT I S M ]

Malevich, K.S. Ot Sezanna do suprematizma [i.e. From Cezanne to
Suprematism]. Moscow: Otd. izobraz. iskusstv Narkomprosa, 1920. 16
pp.17,5x11 cm. Wrappers rubbed, bookshop’s stamp on the back cover,
previous owner’s label on the recto of the front cover and initials on the
title page, markings in text.
Very rare.
Kazimir Malevich’s (1879-1935) work on the essence of
suprematism and his philosophical views on art and it’s path to
objectless through futurism. He focused on writing brochures during
his stay in Vitebsk.

10

[KAZIMIR MALEVICH]

Vystavka poizvedenii K.S. Malevicha [i.e. Exhibition of Malevich’s Works].
Moscow, 1929. 12 pp.: ill. 17,2x12,9 pp. In publisher’s wrappers. Fine.

WorldCat locates
4 copies (MoMA,
Getty, Frick Art
Reference Library,
University of
North Carolina).

One of 1000 copies.
The brochure contains essay by A.A. Fyodorov-Davydov on
Kazimir Malevich (1879-1935). On the 1st of November of 1929 a
synoptic Malevich’s exhibition was opened in Tretyakov Gallery, his
first time there. The same year he was appointed by Lunacharsky
(Commissar of Education) to be Commissar of Fine Arts of People’s
Commissariat for Education. But later in 1930 he was fired from the
State Institute of History of Arts and arrested as ‘German spy’. So it was
obvious that critical moment on the turn of the decades concerned
not only politics but art too. In 1920s Russian avant-garde was famous
worldwide, Mayakovsky was an European celebrity at that moment,
Eisenstein’s Battleship Potemkin was a triumph everywhere etc.
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In 1930s Soviet realism was invented and became the only excepted
style in USSR. Many art historians say that Russian avant-garde was
over at that moment. But it probably is more complicated, e.g., 1920’s
avant-garde was already different from it’s first forms, Mayakovsky and
Eisenstein were cooperating with authorities. Malevich who became
famous before the Revolution continued his work after it in the same
way. His works and theories of 1920s were not compromising and didn’t
meet bolshevist agenda.
Malevich’s assumption that a shifting in the attitudes of the
Soviet authorities toward the modernist art movement would take place
after the death of Vladimir Lenin and Leon Trotsky’s fall from power was
proven correct in a couple of years, when the Stalinist regime turned
against forms of abstraction, considering them a type of «bourgeois»
art, that could not express social realities. As a consequence, many
of his works were confiscated and he was banned from creating and
exhibiting similar art.

Cover. No 9
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[ L U B O K- P RO P ]

Bedny, D. A vse-taki! [i.e. But All the Same!]. Moscow: the commission for
improving life of children, 1923. 150 pp.: ill. 17x13 cm. 150 illustrations
in text by Fyodor Kriger. Mint condition.
The only copy
found in the
Worldcat is in The
British Library.

1 of 6000 copies.
The first edition of the propaganda fables by Demian Bedny –
the genre he invented and excelled at in 1920s.
Fyodor Kriger was a self-taught artist. He started in politics as
he was a deputy of the Council of Soldiers Deputies. Kriger’s illustrations
for this book are the great and early example of classic propaganda art.
Extremely rare.

Cover and illustration. No 11
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[ K I R I L L Z DA N E V I C H ]

Abasheli, S. Antebuli xeivani. Leqsebi [i.e. Flaming Alley. Poems]. Tbilisi,
1923. 110 pp. 17,5x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Some soiling
and minor tears to the wrapper. Good clean block.

No copies in the
Worldcat.

First edition. 1 of 1000 copies. Very rare.
Front cover designed by Kirill Zdanevich (1892-1969),important
Georgian Soviet artist, well-known in 1920s (older brother of famous
Ilya Zdanevich). Kirill was influenced by Cubo-futurism which led him
alongside with Mikhail Larionov to creation of the theoretical concept
of Vsyochestvo - La Toutisme. He worked with Tatline for a period of time
in his Moscow studio. Together with his brother he published Futuristic
manifests, illustrated books by Mayakovsky and Kruchyonykh, et al. In
Tbilisi (old name Tiflis) Zdanevich continued to participate in activities
of Futurists where they formed the ‘41 degrees’ art group (geographical
latitude of Tbilisi).

Cover. No 12
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[BOR-RAMENSKY]

Pamyatka krasnoarmeitsa: 1901-1902 [i.e. Memo for Red Army Man]. Tiflis:
Zakkraikom RKSM, 1924. 192 pp.: ill., 1 map. 17,5х13 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. A couple of light cracks on the spine (no damage
to the general condition), rusty staple is visible on the title page, red
pencil mark on the front wrapper. Otherwise a very good sound and
clean copy which is rare.

No copies found
in Worldcat.

Very rare. 1 of 3000 copies.
Illustrations and cover by Konstantin Bor-Ramensky. His
most famous work was also printed on Tiflis but later — a cover for
Mayakovsky’s Youth by Vasilii Kamensky. It’s remarkable how self-taught
artist could create works in this genre before it was mainstream.

Cover. No 13
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Worldcat
locates copies
in 3 libraries
(Getty Research
Institute, New
York Public
Library, Stanford
University).

[ C OV E R D E S I G N B Y RO D C H E N KO ]

Tretyakov, S. Rechevik: Stikhi [i.e. Orator: Verse]. Moscow: Leningrad: GIZ,
1929. 192 pp. 17,5 х 13 cm. In original illustrated Constructivist wrappers
by Alexander Rodchenko. Very good. Slightly restored wrappers on the
extremities.
One of 2000 copies.
Rodchenko’s work in book design had begun with handmade
carbon-copied books in the late teens that continued an earlier Futurist
aesthetic and were made in very small editions. By contrast, his later
Constructivist book covers were issued by the state publishing house
in much larger numbers. One of the latter is the wraparound cover
for Orator: Verse, which exemplifies the architectural, rationalized,
compositional structure of the post-Revolution design aesthetic
(«Artists and Prints: Masterworks from The Museum of Modern Art».
New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2004).
Tretyakov was an important Leftist poet and the author of the
plays Rychi Kitai! [i.e. Roar, China!] and Khochu rebenka [i.e. I Want a
Child].
This cover is one of Rodchenko’s most famous Constructivist
designs.
MoMA. #826, Turchinsky. P. 536, Lesman. #2271.

Cover. No 14
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[STENBERG BROTHERS]

Grosman, L. Alisa Koonen. Moscow: Academia, 1930. 107 pp., 3 ill.
17,5x12,5 cm. In publisher’s red cloth binding and Constructivist dustwrapper. Near fine, some restoration of the dust-wrapper, some light
browning of the endpapers.
One of 3000 copies. Binding and dust-wrapper based on the
drawing by Stenberg brothers (the logo for the theatre). Brothers
Stenberg started to make decorations for Tairov’s plays in 1922. At
first Tairov asked famous architects Vesnin brothers to create a logo
(emblem) for his theatre but he didn’t like the result, he said «I need
some kids who could blow up commonness of the traditional thinking.
Do you have them?». They suggested brothers Stenberg. Brothers were
very nervous to meet the maestro and show him the sketch of the logo
so they brought a case of wine which was a dangerous idea as there
was prohibition at that time. He was puzzled by the wine but when he
saw their logo he invited them to join the theatre as artists. In ten years
they developed 12 plays together.
The book is dedicated to Alisa Koonen (1889-1974), Russian
and Soviet actress and the wife of the director Alexander Tairov (1885–
1950). He founded the Kamerny Theatre in Moscow in 1914. Over the
next 35 years, this small, intimate theater became «recognized as a
major force in Russian theater».
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[ R E M E M B E R I N G R E VO L U T I O N ]

Shakhdin, I. Revoliutsia 1905 goda v Zakavkazii [i.e. Revolution of 1905
in Transcaucasia]. Tiflis: Zakkniga, 1930. 72 pp. 17,5х12,5 cm. In original
illustrated wrappers. Wrapper design by Mayakosvky. Tears of the spine,
owner’s signature on the title page. Otherwise very good.

No copies in
Worldcat.

Rare. 1 of 5000 copies.
Front-cover is illustrated with one of ROSTA’s images by
Vladimir Mayakovsky.
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Photo. No 15

Cover. No 16
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[ S O V I E T T H E AT R E ]

Teatr i dramaturgiya: Ezhemesiachnyi obshchestvenno-politicheskii
i khudozhestvennyi zhurnal teatra i dramaturgii [i.e. Theatre and
Dramaturgy: Monthly Political and Art Magazine on Theatre and Drama].
#1-12. 1934. 29,5x21 cm (case 31x22,5 cm). Every issue in illustrated
publisher’s wrappers. In publisher’s folder with lettering of the title and
year. Near fine. Folder is rubbed and straps are cut off, every issue with
Soviet bookshop’s stamp on the back cover.
The importance of this year run is in the publisher’s folder –
usually they don’t survive to our day.
Each issue one of 5000 copies.
In the beginning of 1930s the new era came for Soviet theatre.
All experimental studios and theatres were closing and only one style Soviet realism - remained. The growth of the audience led to necessity
of creating new ‘popular’ theatrical magazine. Theatre and Dramaturgy
was a Soviet illustrated monthly magazine, printed as Soviet Theatre
from 1930 till 1933, as Theatre and Dramaturgy from 1933 till 1936
and Theatre from 1937. The magazine was supposed to form views of
readers and be a trendsetter in this area for the whole Soviet Union
as it was the time of building Soviet ideology. The magazine was not
meant only for professionals, moreover its unusual design and a lot of
illustrations were more appealing to a general public.
But among all important materials coming from rulers of the
state and party, Theatre and Dramaturgy was providing points of view
in the beginning, like some of the current issues include reviews and
photos of Meyerhold’s experimental works in his theatre. Only later the
magazine will execute political order of the party, like criticizing same
Meyerhold whose theatre and life ended during Stalin terror.
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[ G E M O F S OV I E T A RC H I T E C T U R E ]

Rostovskii dramaticheskii teatr imeni Maksima Gor’kogo: Sbornik statei /
red. A. Gandkin [i.e. Rostov Drama Theatre: Collection of Articles / Ed. by
A. Gandkin]. Rostov-on-Don: Azcherizdat, 1935. 112 pp., 8 ill., port.: ill.
33x23 cm. In original publisher’s card boards, dust-wrapper and case.
Case with small tears. Otherwise fine.
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Folder. No 17

One of the covers. No 17

Illustration. No 17

Illustration. No 17
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Worldcat locates
copies in Central
Connecticut
State University,
Harvard
University ,
University of
California,
University of
Chicago Library.

Very rare especially in such condition. 1 of 3000 copies.
Decorated endpapers. 70 illustrations. Main artists of this
edition were A. Mytnikov-Kovylin and P.M. Pal’nikov. Interesting that
many portraits of ‘enemies of the state’ are not cut out or painted over.
This edition is dedicated to a theatre built in Rostov-on-Don
in 1935. It was designed by V. Shchuko and V. Gel’freikh, and today
is considered as a late constructivism monument. The basis of the
architectural form of the building is a stylization of a crawler tractor, more
likely the first Soviet tractor ‘Kommunar’. Architects like Le Corbusier
and Oscar Niemeyer called the theatre a gem of Soviet architecture.
The building is considered a masterpieces of the Constructivist era and
represents Russia in the London museum of the architectural history
together with St. Basil’s Cathedral.
The edition contains information on construction, materials,
designs of the theatre along with photographs and plans. It itself is a
masterpiece of book design.

Cover. No 18
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[ P H O T O M O N TA G E S ]

Bezymenskii, A.I. Tragediinaia noch’: Poema [i.e. Tragic Night: Poem].
Moscow: Goslitizdat, 1935. 40 pp., 9 ill. 29,5х22,5 cm. In original
publisher’s cloth with stamping on the front board. Very good, boards
rubbed and soiled, previous owner’s signature on the first ill., trace of a
torn-off label, a few first pages are a bit loose. No dust-wrapper.
Illustrations and photomontages from contemporary
photographs by E. Pernikov and V. Gruntal’.
This is the only illustrated edition of poet Alexander
Bezymiansky’s (1898-1973) poem dedicated to the building of the
Dnieper Hydroelectric Station.

Cover. No 19

Photomontage. No 19
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Endpapers. No 19

Photomontage. No 19
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[SAMPLES OF FONTS]

Obraztsy shriftov kombinata pechati Sahelgami [i.e. The Samples of Fonts
of Sahelgami Combine]. Tbilisi: Sahelgami, 1940. XII pp., 103 l., 12 pp., 10
full-page illustrations in color. 23x15,5 cm. Original publisher’s cloth.
Rubbed, otherwise near fine.
1 of 250 copies.
The provincial collection of samples of different fonts and
other typographical elements by Georgian typography ‘Sahelgami’. 10
illustrations show the building of the printing house and different
workshops: the bindery, the envelope-making, the printing.
The printing house which was the best in Georgia at the time
was also producing editions in different local languages: Armenian,
Greek, Azerbaijani.

Illustration. No 20

Photo. No 20
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[ FA M O U S E R O T I C S A M I Z D AT ]

Luka Mudishchev. A manuscript. [Ca. 1950s]. 12 pp. 16,5x13 cm. Owner’s
wrappers. Good condition.
Luka is the well-known pornographic poem that was originally
created in the second half of 19th century. Such things never could be
printed – neither in tsarist Russia nor in Soviet. There were a number of
poems like that but no doubt that Luka Mudishchev is the most famous
one. Originally it was created by an unknown author who tried to
copy the style of notorious Ivan Barkov (1732-1768), talented pupil of
Mikhail Lomonosov who is now known as the creator of pornographic
verse. Never printed they lived long in the oral and manuscript versions.
Some researchers say that Luka was created by collective of authors, the
admirers of Barkov, a century after his works were created.
The first printed edition of this classic text appeared in 1992.

[ M O S C O W- P E T U S H K I ]

22

Erofeev, Venedikt. Moskva–Petushki [i.e. Moscow to the End of the Line].
Moscow: Self-published, 1981. [3], 67 leaves. 30x20,5 cm. Light green
card binding. Original carbon copy typescript; first 52 leaves printed on
translucent onion paper with thicker white paper interpolated for ease
of reading. A few corrections in ink. Very good. Traces of moisture to card
boards and parts of the text, not affecting legibility.
Rare samizdat edition of a text known primarily through its illicit
circulation during the 1970–1980s. Written in 1969 Moscow-Petushki
was published abroad in ‘tamizdat’ form in Israel (1973) and Paris
(1977), but could not be published legally in Moscow until 1989. Now
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acclaimed as one of the iconic texts of post-war Soviet literature, the
novel describes ‘a day in the life of the alcoholic Venichka Erofeev,
setting out from Moscow to the small provincial town of Petushki to
meet his sweetheart. Drinking more and more in the course of the
journey, the hero finally falls into an alcoholic delirium, in which he has
visions of terrible murders and he experiences his own metaphysical
murder. The book is full of deep and biting social satire’ (Cornwell 283).
This copy is an unusually constructed samizdat: the text is printed
on thin, translucent onion skin paper, which required interspersing
additional white leaves for ease of reading. Not in the Sayag Collection.
Not in Samizdat (Bremen: Temmen, 2000), which notes an undated 1978
edition of the text on 88 leaves. No samizdat copies of works by Erofeev
traced through KVK, OCLC.
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RUSSIAN TRANSLATIONS
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[ F I R S T D O N Q U I X O T E T R A N S L AT I O N F R O M O R I G I N A L ]

Cervantes, Miguel de. Don Kikhot Lamanchskii [i.e. Don Quixote of La
Mancha / translated from Spanish by Vladimir Karelin]. 2nd edition. St.
Petersburg: N.A. Shigin, 1873. XXVI, 661 pp., ill. 24x17 cm. 27 full-page
illustrations. Contemporary quarter-leather. Some occasional foxing.
Otherwise very good.

Worldcat locates
two copies in
US libraries
(University of
Pennsylvania
and Harvard
College Library).
No copies of 1866
edition are found.

24

Rare.
The second edition of the first complete translation of Don
Quixote made from original language. The first attempts to translate
the novel into Russian appeared in the last third of 18th century. All
of them were from French. First attempt to translate Cervantes from
Spanish was made in 1838 by Konstantin Masalskii, but only the
first half was translated. Current attempt was the most successful. It
originally appeared in 1866 in an edition without illustrations. Kaverin
the translator also wrote the first writer’s biography, he published a
book called Don Quixote and demonism with the bio of the author and
the critics of his book.

[THE FIFTH COLUMN IN RUSSIAN]

Hemingway, E. Pyataya kolonna i pervye tridtsat’ vosem’ rasskazov / Per. s
angl. pod red. I.A. Kashkina [i.e. The Fifth Column and the First Thirty-Eight
Stories]. Moscow: Goslitizdat, 1939. 656 pp. 17,4x12 cm. In original cloth.
Fine.

WorldCat locates
only one copy
in University at
Albany Library.

This is the first edition of the play The Fifth Column and
anthology of the writings by Ernest Hemingway (first published in
1938). The original edition was of forty-nine stories which was also the
title. A few less sufficient stories were not included in this edition and
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two essays on the Spanish Civil War were added (written in 1937 and
1938) as well as the last written story On the American Dead in Spain
(1939).
The Spanish Civil War strengthened Hemingway’s reputation
and authority in USSR. In 1930s everyone knew he was writing a new
novel (For Whom the Bell Tolls), a great amount of fans were waiting for
a new book. But the translation came only 28 years later because 1930s
were the years of increasing vigilance and intolerance to ideological
‘flaws’ of Western writers. Nevertheless this play and stories were
published a year after the original publication.
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[ S OV I E T F I L M A RT ]

Zakroishchik iz Torzhka [i.e. The Tailor from Torzhok]. [Moscow:
Mezhrabpom-Rus’, 1925]. 16 pp.: ill., photomontages. 22,5х30,5 cm. In
original illustrated cover by I. Bograd. Photographs by P.V. Ermolaev.
This edition of photomontages and text in verses is based on
the Soviet film of 1925. The comedy was shot by Yakov Protazanov (his
photo is on the p.1 in this edition) and it was his first work in comedy.
Some critics assume that the history of Soviet film comedy started with
The Tailor from Torzhok. At first it was supposed to be an advertisement
for the state loan (it was sponsored by the Ministry of Finance and has
an ad for it on the recto of back cover) but it became much more than
that.
Israel Bograd (1899-1938) was a designer, graphic, poster
artist. He is mostly known for his works in advertising and film posters.
He based his works on contemporary Western and Soviet art, but his
posters of 1920-30s stylistically close to art deco were slightly standing
out from a number of works of the time. Characters of his posters
contrast with images forced by Soviet ideology. Nevertheless some of
his remarkable works are considered classic of Soviet advertising.
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[ S OV I E T P O S T E R F O R 8 ½ ]

Film poster for 8½ by I. Maistrovskii. Moscow: Reklamfilm, 1987. 86,5x55
cm. Fine.
In this year the film by Fellini was widely distributed in Soviet
cinemas for the first time.
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[ I L L U S T R AT I N G C H I L D R E N ’ S B O O K S ]

Butnik-Siverskiy, B. Printsipi ilustriruvannya dityzchoy knizhki [i.e. The
Principles of Illustrating the Children’s Book]. Kiev: Kultura, 1929. 68 pp.,
XII illustrations. In original illustrated wrappers. Fine, uncut, few tiny
tears, owner’s signature on the p.4., occasional light foxing.

Not in the
Worldcat.

Extremely rare. One of 2000 copies.
Important manifesto of Ukrainian children’s books designers of
1920-30s. In Ukrainian. Summary in German.
In Ukraine in 1920-1930s there were three centers of the
children’s book designers: Kharkiv, Odessa and Kiev. While in Kharkiv
and Odessa most of the most important illustrators were the members
or followers of Jewish Kultur-Lige of late 1910s, in Kiev a new radical
school of illustrators emerged. Its roots ideologically go to OST
group (Organisation of Easel Painters) that was found in Moscow by
Shtrenberg and other VKHUTEMAS artists. Boris Stepanovich ButnikSiversky (1901-1983) who graduated from Chernigov Art Academy
reflected on their views and wrote this monograph that became the
guidance for such young artists in Kiev as Gamburger, Zabila, Kryukov,
Rachev. They all started to work in Kultura publishing house in the
1920s and their best-known works are from early 1930s. Butnik-Siversky
and his followers were the artists of first Soviet generation – so the
author don’t have any connections with pre-revolutionary art. Siversky’s
authorities are revolutionary posters and OST artists of Moscow. He
calls for flatness, expressive rhythm in the illustrations. Butnik-Siversky
wanted to oppose the naturalism in children’s book illustration.
After the success of Kiev illustrating tradition some of the
bigger names started to work in Moscow for GIZ.
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28.1

The collection of 14 wartime children’s agitation books printed in
Georgian Soviet Republic. Their main motive is children fighting Nazis.
Extremely rare.
All 14 books not found in WorldCat, Rusian National Library,
Russian State Library, Georgian State Library.

Lovushka. Khapangshi [i.e. The Trap]. Tbilisi: Detiuizdat; Comissariat for
Food Industry, 1943. 12 pp. 10x14,5 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Tears to
the extremeties of the front wrapper.
Verse by I. Mosashvili and K. Lopdkipanidze. Illustrated
throughout by Olexandr Dovgal. Text both in Russian and Georgian
(originally in Georgian).
The book tells the story of the village boy Pet’ka who fought on
his own against the group of Nazis to win his village back with the help
of his piglet Mishka.
Olexandr Dovgal (1904-1961)
is the Ukranian artist who became
famous in 1950s by making classical
illustrations to Soviet sci-fi of the time
illustrating Ivan Efremov, Alexander
Beliaev etc.
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28.2

Olen’ spasen. Irmis gadaarch’ina [i.e. The Deer is Saved] Tbilisi: Detiunizdat
Gruzii, 1943. 12 pp. 13x17 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Tears at the extremes
of the front wrapper. Rebacked few decades ago. Couple of pages are
detached.
Verse by Elizbar Polumordvinov. Illustrated throughout by
Olexander Dovgal. Text both in Russian and Georgian (originally in
Georgian).
The book tells the story of Nazis breaking into the Zoo and
trying to capture the deer and the local kids managed to open the cage
with the lion that saved the deer and ended up eating the enemy.
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28.3

Mgeli. Tbilisi: Detiunizdat Gruzii, 1943. 12 pp. 10x14,5 cm. Illustrated
wrappers. Tears to the extremeties of the front wrapper. Spine is
rebacked few decades ago.
Verse by Aia Elchaninova. Text both in Russian and Georgian
(originally in Russian). Illustrations by Gilchevskaia.
The book tells the story of Tania’s dog Mgeli who was drafted
and than saved the life of the soldier fighting the Nazis.
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28.4

Pionerskiy lager’. Pionerfa banaki [i.e. The Pioneers Camp]. Tbilisi:
Detiunizdat Gruzii, 1942. 12 pp. 13,5x17 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Spine
is rebacked few decades ago. Crease of the front wrapper.
Verse by Anastasia Agladze. Illustrated throughout by
Golchevskaia. Text both in Russian and Georgian (originally in Georgian).
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28.5

Rokovaia okhota. Nadiroba [i.e. The Fatal Hunting]. Tbilisi: Detiunizdat
Gruzii, 1943. 12 pp. 13x17 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Crease of the front
wrapper.
Verse by Alio Mashashvili. Illustrated throughout by Doni. Text
both in Russian and Georgian (originally in Georgian).
The book tells the story of how a boy and his goat outwitted
and killed a group of Nazis that took over his village.
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28.6

Vesnu na leto on smenil [i.e. He Changed Spring to Summer]. Tbilisi:
Gruzkhudozhnik, 1942. 16 pp. 11x8,5 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Ink spots,
pencil notes and lines.
Series ‘Liliput’, book 2: «Hitler Kaput Shortly». Verse by Ir.
Arakishvili. Illustrations by I. Lomidze. Text in Russian.
The book satirized Hitler who always hoped to win a season
campaign but kept on losing.
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28.7

Raport Ahmeda [i.e. Akhmed’s Report]. Tbilisi: OPP Gruz. otd. HUDFONDA
SSSR, 1943. 8 pp. 12x15 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Tears at the
extremeties of the book. Spine is rebacked few decades ago. Few spots
on text pages. Tiny holes in the wrappers.
Verse by S. Pashalishvili. Illustrated throughout by K. Gzelishvili.
Text in Russian.
The book tells the story of how brave little partisan Akhmed
set fire to the Nazi’s house.
Siko Pashalishvili is Georgian author of songs and poetry. He
wrote children’s books during the Second World War, after that he wrote
songs to Soviet cartoons.
Konstantin Gzelishvili (1902 – 1970) is Georgian artist who
illustrated books about I. Stalin.
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28.8

Nash podarok [i.e. Our Gift]. [Tbilisi]: Tehnika da Shroma, 1943. 8 pp.
10x14 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Tears at the extremeties of the wrappers.
Spine is rebacked few decades ago. Owner’s ink note on front wrapper.
The wrappers rubbed. Tiny holes in the wrappers.
Verse by Georgii Kreitan. Illustrated throughout by I. Gurro and
S. Vysotskii. Text in Russian. Children’s book series about the war with
a purpose to educate and give practical information. 5th issue of the
series. Some illustrations are colored with pencils as they were printed
in black and white. Because of the cheap and speedy printing some
lines of the figures are shifted.
The book tells the story of how Soviet children made gifts for
soldiers and they were very happy.
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28.9

Kto pobedil? [i.e. Who Has Won?]. [Tbilisi]: Tehnika da Shroma, 1943. 8 pp.
10x14 cm. Illustrated wrappers.  Rubbed, pencil marks.
Verse by Georgii Kreitan. Illustrated throughout by I. Gurro and
S. Vysotskii. Text in Russian. Children’s book series about the war with
a purpose to educate and give practical information. 6th issue of the
series. Some illustrations are colored with pencils as they were printed
in black and white.
The book tells the story of how Soviet children are preparing
to help adults in the war: girls learn about the first aid and boys are
training in shooting.
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28.10

Kolia i Misha na kryshe [i.e. Kolia i Misha on the Roof]. [Tbilisi]: Tehnika
da Shroma, 1942. 8 pp. 14х9 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Tears and
restorations, spots and stains. Rebacked.
Verse by Georgii Kreitan. Illustrated throughout by I. Gurro and
S. Vysotskii. Text in Russian. Children’s book series about the war with
a purpose to educate and give practical information. 2nd issue of the
series.
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28.11

Radost’ Nany. Sikharuli Nana [i.e. Nana’s Joy]. Batumi: Gosizdat Adzharii,
1944. 12 pp. 10x14 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Couple of spots in text.
Tears to the front wrapper (with a hole). Spine is a bit cracked. Clamp
is rusty.
Verse by A. Elchaninova. Illustrated throughout by M.
Chargeishvili. Text in Georgian (originally in Russian).
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28.12

Frits na pchelnike [i.e. Nazi at Apiary]. Tbilisi: OPP Gruz. otd. HUDFONDA
SSSR, 1942. 12 pp. 9,5x13 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Spine is rebacked
few decades ago. Owner’s ink note on front wrapper. Couple of pencil
lines on wrappers.
Author is unknown. Illustrated throughout by S. Nadareishvili.
Text in Russian.
The book tells the story of how Nazi wanted to steal the honey
from apiary and was entrapped.
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28.13

Datvi da pritsi [i.e. The Bear and the German]. Tbilisi: Detiuizdat, 1942. 12
pp. 12,5x9,5 cm. Illustrated wrappers. Lithographed throughout. Some
pencil markings on the first two pages. Otherwise fine.
Verse by K. Tavadze. Illustrations by Robert Loris-Melikov. Text
in Georgian only.
The book tells the story of the bear that found a Nazi soldier
bathing and chased after him and made the soldier climb the tree. Than
bear humiliated him in front of Soviet soldiers.
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28.14

Gonieri tsheli [i.e. The Wise Horse]. Tbilisi: Detiuizdat, 1942. 12 pp. 9,5x11
cm. Illustrated wrappers. Lithographed throughout. Some tears of the
last page. Spine is rebacked few decades ago. Otherwise fine.
Verse by I. Gvinkhadze. Illustrations by A. Kodzhoian. Text in
Georgian only.
The book tells the story of the wild horse that Nazi soldiers
tried to saddle. When they were finally succeeded in that it’s given to a
general. After that the horse is getting out of control and bringing the
general to the Soviet soldiers.
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